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From ‘hands off our hospital!’ to ‘all hands on deck’ --- 
making decisions with stakeholders rather than for 
them 
Helen Buckingham, Senior Fellow, Nuffield Trust.  
 
Foundation trust (FT) governors have two overarching roles: 
1 Representing the interests of members and the public 
2 Holding the non-executive directors (NEDs) to account for the performance of the board  
 
In this article I will describe one experience of working with a local community on service change, and 
reflect on ways in which FT governors might be able to challenge and support boards as they work in 
partnership with others to agree sustainable and transformation partnership (STP) plans. 
 
20 years ago, in 1997, Barnet Health Authority had taken the controversial decision to downgrade Edgware 
General Hospital, closing the A&E department and reconfiguring other services, leaving a community 
hospital on the site. A decision which required police protection for the Health Authority meeting and 
almost certainly contributed to more than one Conservative MP losing their seats at the election held that 
May.  
 
Following the election, the new Labour government announced a moratorium on hospital reconfiguration 
in London, pending a review chaired by Sir Leslie Turnberg. That review excluded Edgware, with the 
proviso that the Health Authority undertook its own review of that decision. I had recently joined Barnet 
Health Authority as assistant director of finance, and was asked to become the finance lead for the review. 
 
Our then chief executive had strong views about working with stakeholders --- namely that ‘with’ should be 
the operative word. She was able to persuade the board of the Health Authority, and her counterparts in 
Harrow Health Authority and the four different NHS Trusts providing services on that site that we should 
do something rather more radical than the normal NHS consultation, where we take a decision in principal 
and then seek endorsement for our view. Instead of (again) telling the people of Edgware and Harrow 
what we planned to do and asking them to tell us what they thought, we said to the people that we 
would ask them to take the decisions.  
 
In September 1997 the ‘New Edgware Review’ was launched. 150 people: patients, politicians, clinicians, 
members of the public, were brought together as equal players in the process. The rules of the game were 
simple. We were clear about the constraints in place: we did have to say that there would no longer be a 
full blown A & E department on the site, which was disappointing to some campaigners. But beyond that, 
there were next to no service limitations stipulated. We were very clear about the parameters around the  
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resources available --- ‘we have this much revenue, this much capital and this much land. If we choose to 
sell some land, we can get some more capital.’  
 
Everyone participating in the process was there as an expert of some form --- whether expert in the 
planning or delivery of services, or as a user of services, or representative of those who used them. We 
worked hard to ensure that no group was able to dominate, either by virtue of their professional 
background or through the official or unofficial mandate given them as elected or unelected ‘community 
leaders’.  We made sure the group had the necessary technical inputs --- help to understand relationships 
between different clinical services; costing; and design. We put together a board game which enabled 
people to trade land, capital and revenue as they tried out different service configurations. Over a three 
month period, with three plenary meetings and a lot of working groups in between, we gradually reached 
some consensus.  
 
We agreed a prioritised list of services to be delivered on the site --- and how they linked to other hospitals 
and community services. We reached agreement that some land would be sold for housing to fund the 
capital development. We might have realised more capital if it had been sold for retail, but housing was 
the acceptable use. The ‘Hands Off Our Hospital’ campaign changed its name to ‘The New Edgware 
Hospital’ campaign. And they continued to work with us as we developed the business case, and for the 
ten years it took to build the new hospital.  
 
The new Edgware Community Hospital opened in 2007, in time for yet another, this time local, election 
that year. It’s still there, serving the people of Edgware and Harrow. 
 
The Edgware Review took place some years before the concept of Foundation Trusts entered the NHS. So 
how might things have been different had FTs been in place, and what are the lessons which FT governors 
might take from this experience now? 
 
The ‘operating model’ for Edgware Community Hospital was pretty unusual at the time. Essentially, the site 
was owned by one trust which operated as the landlord and three other trusts delivered services from the 
site. All four organisations needed to co-operate to maximize the benefit of this for themselves and for 
patients. When FTs began to be established in the early 2000s, there was a strong emphasis on the NHS 
internal market and the role of competition to drive change. It’s possible that it would have been more 
difficult to establish Edgware in the way we did, and to undertake the review as described above, if we’d 
tried to do it five or ten years later.    
 
And now we are asking organisations with the governance structures established to operate in the internal 
market to deliver improvements for patients through collaboration as much as, if not more than through 
competition, and to think about how best to improve population health as well as how best to treat 
individual patients.  
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That has implications for FT governors, who are charged with looking through the lens of the organization 
and:     

• approving (or not approving) acquisitions, mergers, separations or dissolutions and significant 
transactions; and  

• expressing a view on the board’s forward plans in advance of submission to NHS Improvement. 
 

In his recent blog, Why are local campaigns fighting to save the NHS from transformation? Jeremy Taylor 
argued that ‘‘The name of the game cannot be to cook up plans behind closed doors and then try to sell 
them to a sceptical public. Defining both the problems and the solutions has to be a partnership between 
professionals and the communities they serve.’’       
 
Foundation trust governors are ideally placed to support this partnership. Whether public governors, staff 
governors or governors appointed by partners, you can act as a conduit not only to ensure that trust 
boards can hear the views of your constituents, but also that your constituents have the information they 
need to understand the challenges your boards are facing, and the choices which can be made to respond 
to those challenges.  
 
By holding patients and the public at the heart of your deliberations, you can help boards to look beyond 
the boundaries of the institution to make decisions which are right for communities in the long term, not 
just for individual organisations in the short term. You can help boards to think about the assumptions 
which underpin strategies, and whether those assumptions would be different viewed from another 
perspective. 
 
Most importantly, perhaps, you can help to develop a relationship between NHS organisations and the 
communities you serve which removes, or at least minimises, the assumption that all service change has a 
sinister, purely cost-cutting intent. Money is a lot tighter now than it was back in 1997 (though we have 
gone through a couple of feasts and famines since then), and it is a real consideration for boards.  
 
It was a real consideration for us then too --- apart from not reinstating the A & E department all the 
constraints which we placed on the participants of the review were about money, and how best to spend 
limited pots of revenue. You receive your trust’s annual report and accounts, you are in a position to 
understand the constraints which finances place on us well, and to support the honest conversation which 
may be needed with people in your local areas about changes which may make better use of the resource 
available and maintain or improve outcomes for patients.      
 
The NHS has a slight tendency to view consultation as a hurdle to be crossed when we want to make 
changes. Of course, there will always be a requirement for formal consultation. But if we have already built 
strong relationships with the people we serve through regular conversation and ‘listening with fascination’ 
(in Michael West’s words), not only will there be a fighting chance that the changes on which we want to 
consult are the right, but that those with whom we are formally consulting will at worst not oppose and at  
 

http://www.nhsconfed.org/blog/2017/06/why-are-local-campaigns-fighting-to-save-the-nhs-from-transformation
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best positively demand change. You are in a position both to challenge boards as to how they are building 
those relationships, and to be a part of the solution.  
Two questions which the CQC ask in their inspections are: 

• Are people who use services, those close to them and their representatives actively engaged and 
involved in decision-making to shape services and culture? 

• Are there positive and collaborative relationships with external partners to build a shared 
understanding of challenges within the system and the needs of the relevant population, and to deliver 
services to meet those needs?  

 
Ultimately of course, decisions are taken by trust boards. Your statutory duty is ‘‘to hold the non-executive 
directors, individually and collectively, to account for the performance of the board of directors.’’ But it is 
unlikely, in the world of 2017, that any board which is not thinking very carefully about how it works with 
all its stakeholders to make decisions which are in the best interests of the community as a whole, will be 
truly effective. 


